Spirograph based electrospinning system for producing fibre mat with near uniform mechanical property
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This study focuses on the development of Spirograph-based mechanical system (SBMS) for the collection of polyacrylonitrile fibres in an electrospinning process. The collector plate is set to trace a spiropath in such a way that the event of crossing the centre of collection region from different radial direction is high. To assess the capability of SBMS, electrospun mat of acrylic has been prepared and the properties of samples sectioned from different angular positions of a circular mat are evaluated. The diameter and alignment of fibres are analyzed by processing the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of electrospun mats with the use of ImageJ software. The electrospun mat produced using SBMS collector assembly exhibits near uniform characteristics like thickness, tensile strength, porosity, fibre diameter and fibre alignment as compared to the electrospun mat produced by using conventional static collector.
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1 Introduction

Typical path of tool head or work piece in the most of manufacturing processes involve regular geometry, like linear, circular, cylindrical profile, etc to achieve the desired shape in surface grinding, turning in a lathe, milling process and mixing by a stirrer. Such processes yield products which have varying characteristic and property from location to location. This may be due to the difference in materials microstructure, tool - material interaction such as texture, roughness, hardness, etc. To minimize the heterogeneity in the characteristics and properties of the product, randomized path of tool- work piece interaction during material processing was commonly implemented. Such randomization is expected to yield uniform properties and characteristics throughout the product at various locations.

However, the use of hypotrochoidal and epitrochoidal path of tool-material interaction were investigated in specific processes like planarization of silicon wafer and stirrer and found to have improved the uniformity in the properties. Besides achieving the uniformity, these kinds of hypotrochoidal and epitrochoidal tool material interaction pathways had enhanced the efficiency of the process.

Electrospinning process is a broadly used technology for nanofibre production with fibre diameter ranging from 2 nm to several micrometers. The electrospun mat is used in wide variety of applications like filter, membrane, scaffold for tissue engineering, wound dressing material and sensor. Electrospinning system consists of three major components, namely a high voltage power supply, a spinneret and a grounded collecting plate. This process involves regulated discharge of polymer solution through a syringe pump. High voltage between syringe and collector causes Taylor cone conversion into stream of jets which gets deposited randomly on a grounded collector due to the bending instability of the highly charged jet.

Generally, a stationary aluminium foil is used in the laboratory scale production of electrospun mat. Other variants of collectors, such as rotating cylinder, rotating wheel, wire mesh, pin and parallel or gridded bar are used to produce unidirectional and bidirectional aligned nanofibres. The pattern of fibre alignment is determined by the geometrical features of the collector and its speed of rotation. Unidirectional aligned nanofibres is desired in applications like solar cells, fuel cells, biomedical engineering, scaffold for regeneration of nerve & muscle cells and chemical & biological sensors. Numerous modifications in the collector plate have been made for producing fibre mat with desired alignment.

The goal is to improve the
mechanical property of electrospun mat for application such as wound scaffold\textsuperscript{30-32} and filtration\textsuperscript{33}. The porosity of electrospun mat also plays a vital role in various applications like tissue engineering\textsuperscript{34} and wound scaffold. To analyse the uniformity of the properties of electrospun mat, mechanical properties of mat were analysed in different locations at various angles\textsuperscript{35}. The distributions of electrospun nanofibre diameters\textsuperscript{36} were reported. The diameter and alignment of nanofibres in the electrospun mat were analyzed by using FFT (Image J)\textsuperscript{37,39} and by Radon Transform method (MATLAB)\textsuperscript{40}.

Spirograph is a geometric drawing tool that produces variety of mathematical roulette curves known as hypotrochoids and epitrochoids. This study aims at developing Spirograph-based mechanical system (SBMS) of collector assembly for an electrospinning process, based on which Indian patent has been filed\textsuperscript{41}. The properties of electrospun mat produced using SBMS collector assembly is also compared to the mat prepared by using the conventional stationary collector plate.

2 Materials and Methods

A collector plate in an electrospinning process is either stationary or rotated in fixed axis. The collector plate assembly based on spirograph is designed and named as Spirograph-based mechanical system (SBMS). It is set to move in specific roulette curves during the collection of fibres. Spirograph drawing tool involves meshing of gears. The gear in larger diameter is called outer gear, which has gear tooth along the inner circumference and is kept stationary. The smaller diameter gear is referred as inner gear that revolves by meshing with the outer gear. There are various holes in inner gear for locating the drawing pen.

For the fabrication of SBMS, the location of holes for drawing pen, the ratio between the number of teeth of meshing gears (inner and outer gear) and the diameter of gears of a spirograph drawing tool are scaled to dimensions suitable for the existing electrospinning set up in the laboratory. In SBMS system, the inner gear is rotated using a connector that links centre of the inner gear at one end and motor shaft at the other end. The location, where the drawing pen is placed in case of spirograph drawing tool kit, is the point where the circular collector plate is affixed and referred as the pointer. The location for pointer in inner gear are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The detail of outer gear is shown in Fig. 1(b). Various spirograph designs produced by different pointers are represented in Fig. 1(c). The dimension of the connector is depicted in Fig. 1(d). Though different spirograph designs can be generated by fixing the collector plate to the different pointers, pointer location 1 was chosen in this study for the developed SBMS collector assembly. The connector was powered by an electrical motor and a regulator to vary the speed of revolution. Carbon brushes were used to connect the negative charge to the collector plate.

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) was dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) for electrospinning process. PAN of 12 wt. % was dissolved in DMF under constant magnetic stirrer in 12-14 h. Electrospinning was carried for 2 h to fabricate mat for all experiments. For comparison, electrospun mat was also fabricated using static collector for the same electrospinning parameters. The size of the collectors in both static and dynamic was 150 mm diameter. The syringe tip to collector distance was fixed at 150 mm. The thickness of the electrospun mat was measured at different locations within different angular sections by using micrometer of least count 0.01 mm. The average of 5 readings per sample was reported.

To analyze the influence of rotation speed of collector plate of SBMS, electrospun mat was prepared at various speeds, namely 200, 300 and 400 rpm. The morphology of the fibre mat produced by conventional static collector assembly and SBMS setup were studied by using SEM (TESCAN VEGA3 SBU, USA). A small section of fibre mat was mounted onto the SEM sample holder using conductive black carbon tape and gold sputtered prior to analysis.

The porosity of the electrospun nanofibre mat was measured using a capillary flow porometer (Porous Materials Inc., USA). A wetting liquid Galwick\textsuperscript{TM} (Porous Materials Inc., USA) was applied to fill the pores in the electrospun mat at differential pressures of nitrogen. The supply of gas was slowly increased to the sample so as to remove the liquid filling the pores and entrain gas flow. The differential pressure and flow rates through dry and wet electrospun mats were used for determination of porosity, as shown below:

$$D = \frac{4 \lambda \cos \Theta}{p}$$

where $D$ is the pore diameter; $\lambda$ the surface tension of the wetting liquid; $\Theta$, the contact angle of the wetting liquid; and $p$, the differential pressure.
The diameters and alignment of the fibres were characterised by using NIH (National Institutes of Health) imageJ software. DiameterJ was a plugin used in imageJ (Fiji) software to analyze the diameter of nanofibres on electrospun SEM images. FFT method was used to evaluate relative fibre alignment in electrospun mat.

To section mat of uniform size as per ASTM standard D882 at different angular location (0˚, 30˚, 60˚, 90˚ …), a template made out of card board was used. Specimens of size 20 mm × 10 mm was sectioned from the electrospun mat produced using both static and SBMS collectors. The specimens were tested by using a Universal Testing Machine (UTM, Instron 3369). The cross head speed for the tensile test was 5 mm/min. The results represented the average of 5 samples.

3 Results and Discussion

The graph between thicknesses of the mat was produced by using SBMS collectors operated at various rpm and different angular sections of the electrospun mat (Fig. 2). It indicates that the mat produced by using SBMS collector has uniform thickness than one produced by using static collectors. It is because the SBMS collector rotates multi directionally defined spirographic path. In the static collector, the fibre deposition initially takes on the place which has more conductivity and then moves to other place. So, the fibres are deposited in different place in static collector. Generally, mat with uniform thickness throughout the electrospun is expected to have uniform mechanical properties.

The mat produced using SBMS collector operated at 300 rpm and 200 rpm has nearly uniform thickness with less variations. The distribution of pore sizes of the electrospun mat produced at different rpm of collector was in the range of 0.1 - 39 µm. The electrospun mat produced using SBMS collector assembly shows narrow distribution of pore size than that of mat produced using static collector [Figs 3 (a) and (b)]. The distribution of pore size of electrospun
mat produced using SBMS collector operated at 300 rpm has uniform porosity. The higher rotational speed of the collector omitted the deposition of nanofibres due to the air flow in the surface of the collector.

It is observed that the fibres are deposited throughout the collector plate using the SBMS collector unlike static collector, which shows uneven deposition (Fig. 4). In SBMS collector system, the

Fig. 2 — Variation in thickness at various angular sections of electrospun mat produced using static collector (a), and SBMS collector operated at 200 rpm (b), 300 rpm (c), and 400 rpm (d) [μ- Average and σ- Standard Deviation from mean]

Fig. 3 — Porosity analyses of mat prepared using static (a), and SBMS collector operated at 200 rpm (b), 300 rpm (c), and 400 rpm (d)
nanofibres are deposited uniformly throughout entire collector plate due to the nature of movement of collector plate.

Figure 5 describes that the deviation of tensile strength, Young’s modulus of sectioned mat are at different angular sections. The trend depicted that the variation among the various sections of the electrospun mat is least for the rotating speed of 300 rpm using SBMS collector. The rotating collector and induced air flow interact with the stream of jet. The force of interaction increases with rotation speed of collector plate. So, the increasing rotational speed of the collector plate leads to uneven deposition of fibres. Fracturing of the fibres occurs due to very high rotating speed of the collector. Mechanical properties of electrospun scaffold are mainly influenced by alignment of the fibres. The well aligned nanofibres show improved mechanical property when compared to randomly deposited nanofibres.

The trend shows that for speed greater than 300 rpm, the mechanical property decreases. From the analysis of electrospun mat produced at various rpm, 300 rpm is chosen for further analysis. Hence, SBMS collector operated at 300 rpm is selected for further comparative study with conventional static collector. The SEM morphology of the electrospun mat shows nano dimension of fibres. The SEM images of electrospun mat produced by using static and SBMS collector are depicted in Fig. 6.

The FFT analysis results are shown in Fig. 6. Overall observation of 2D –FFT analysis shows that the alignment of fibres almost has uniform distribution of fibres in the mat produced by using SBMS collector than that of static collector.

At the onset of electrospinning process, the fibres are deposited at concentrated locations and they are favourably conductive. Once the conductive path in that region gets reduced with fibre deposition, the deposition starts at other regions. But in the case of SBMS, the fibres deposition is based on the conductive path, movement of collector path in spirograph pattern and also due to the interaction of jet and air flow induced by rotating collector plate. The diameter of the nanofibres and orientation of the fibres in the SEM image are analyzed by ImageJ software. Figure 6 give the detailed diameter analysis process performed by ImageJ. From the diameter analysis, porosity and number of fibre intersection are observed as depicted in Table 1. The average fibre diameters are 748 nm and 593 nm in static and SBMS respectively. The fibre diameter variation is more in mat collected using static collector as compared to SBMS collector. In the static collector, the deposition
of fibres is more when the conductivity is more. The deposition of nanofibre is moved to other place after decreasing the conductivity. So, the continuous deposition of fibres at one particular place increases the fibre diameter and more variations in the diameter range.

The diameter analysis of mat produced using the static collector shows fibres in the range of 39 -1457 nm. But the mat produced using SBMS has diameter in the range of 39-1220 nm. So, the variations in diameter of the nanofibres are very less in SBMS mode. The mat produced using SBMS describes more number of intersection points (fusion) as compared to mat produced by using static collector. If the number of fusion points in the electrospun mat is more, the mechanical property of the mat, will increase. The alignment of the fibres in the electrospun mat can be further improved by using magnetic fields and electrodes.

### 4 Conclusion

The developed SBMS collector produces mat with more number of fusion points, more or less uniform thickness, improved fibre orientation, mechanical property and porosity than that of electrospun mat produced by using static collector. The nanofibre diameter decreases in SBMS as compared to that in static collector. The rotational speed of collector plate of SBMS influences the deposition of fibre and 300 rpm is found to be the optimal in the present investigation. The developed SBMS can be further improved by selection of different roulette curves. The uniform property of mat produced by using SBMS may be promising and productive for usage in healthcare and filter applications.
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